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Details of Visit:

Author: JohnT1974
Location 2: Wallsend
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 7 Dec 2009 11.30
Duration of Visit: 1.15
Amount Paid: 170
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Amour Newcastle Escorts Agency
Website: http://www.newcastleescortsagency.co.uk
Phone: 07923000838

The Premises:

Front door on the High Street so not the most discreet entrance. Probably the worst kept flat I've
seen so far. Very dirty and a cat in the bedroom. Freezing cold room. Bedsheets had bllod stains.
Didn't feel too safe but maybe that's just me.

The Lady:

Short, Blond with large breasts.

The Story:

I had been looking forward to seeing Jane for a few weeks after seeing the pictures on the website
and decided to spend a bit more time and money than I usually do. A big mistake! She seemed very
uninterested in the whole situation. No kissing, oral with, no CIM. I couldn't touch her anywhere too
much or for too long. Definitely not a GFE. I felt very uncomfortable As I had paid for 2 hours I
wanted more of a GFE but this was not to be. I certainly think she would be better for a quick 15-30
mins but no more. In the end I left just after an hour. Newcastle has some great girls working at the
moment but unfortunately Jane isn't one of them. Maybe she is too young (she's only 19). I didn't
complain to her as I don't see the point but I certainly don't want anyone else to go through the
same experience. Hence the first report I've ever submitted.

Service Provider's Rebuttal

Jane writes:

This is ludicrous, i has been represented by amour for well over a year now, every lady cant please
everyone but to say its not discrete is a lie, you park round side no problems.... its on a street like
any other? and for you to say its dirty? its one of the cleanest flats ive ever visitied its imaculate and
clean and believe me i have seen some flats this is a gorgeous flat. so your comments about no
gfe? or had an awful time but you enjoyed yourself 4 times over not too bad of a time had i may say,
honesty please
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